Construction Tool Box Talks
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Getting Started
Why Safety Meetings are Important
Not long ago a worker was given the job of covering some large holes in the floor of a wooden
elevated work platform to prevent someone from falling through accidentally. The worker decided to
place large sheets of plywood over the openings.
While placing a panel of plywood they failed to notice that one edge of the panel was just barely
supported at the side of the opening. Later, the worker stepped on the edge of the panel. The panel
slipped, tilted and dropped many feet below to their death.
One way to prevent this type of accident is to “tack-nail” each panel with a few nails to secure it
properly in place, as it is placed. In this case two or three pennies worth of nails would have saved
that person’s life.
But, was it only the lack of a few cents worth of nails? Absolutely not! It was not only the lack of a
few nails, but more important it was the lack of “safety sense” or a lack of simple “know how” that
killed that person.
In almost every job there are possibilities of injuries-even death. It is important to question everything
while working. Size up each job, each machine, each tool used, and apply the best “safety sense” to
everything done. Develop the habit of seeking and learning simple “know-how” that might save a life
or limb. Always ask, “Can I get hurt if I do the job this way?”

Guidelines for Safety Training Meetings


The foreman or supervisor is responsible for preparing and conducting Safety Training
Meetings for employees on a weekly basis.



These meetings are an essential element of the Project’s Safety and Health Training
Program. It is a proven fact that projects that conduct good meetings attain better safety
records than those that have poor or no safety meetings.



In order to assist in the preparation of the materials and in the presentation a safety
training meeting, the following guidelines are provided:

Preparing for the Meeting
•

Select the topic for the meeting several days in advance to become familiar with
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the subject to be discussed. Present the talk in a convincing manner without
reading it.
•

Schedule the meeting at the same time every week, if possible, and hold it right
in the work area. These meetings are generally 5 to 15 minutes in length so
seating is not important. However, make sure everyone can easily see and hear. A
good time to hold the meeting is just after a shift begins or immediately following
the lunch breaks.

•

Just prior to the meeting, gather all the material and/or equipment needed.
When possible, use the actual demonstrations to illustrate points. For example,
when talking about fire extinguishers, have one to show what it looks like, and
how it is used. Have a mushroomed tool head or a broken hammer handle to
show how they can cause accidents. If necessary, get assistance from someone.

•

The entire crew, if possible, should be present before the meeting is started.

Conducting the meeting

•

•

Start the meeting on time. Loss of interest can occur if there are unnecessary
delays.

•

Make the meeting short and to the point. However, if a good discussion is
going, use discretion about cutting it off to soon.

•

Start the meeting by complimenting the workers on some recent jobs well done.

•

The presenter should use his own words. The background material in this manual
is just to give ideas and facts as to what should be covered in a talk.

•

Get people to participate in the meeting. The purpose of these meetings is to get
workers to think about safety problems. Encourage them to offer suggestions for
improving safety in the work area or their craft.

Maintain control. Do not allow the meeting to develop into a wasteful, time- consuming
“bull session” or a time to complain. Other Items to Cover if Applicable
 Review any injury any crewmember had during the past week. Discuss: what
the injury was, how it happened, and how it could have been prevented.
 Review safety violations noted during the past week. Discuss: the nature of the
violation, the danger involved and offers constructive criticism without naming
anyone in particular.
 Review the work planned for the week ahead. Discuss: hazards to avoid or
control, safety equipment to be used, and safe procedures to be followed.
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Record Keeping Requirements
 Make a copy of the attendance sheet found at the beginning of this manual for use at
each meeting.
 Have each employee sign the attendance sheet the conclusion of the meeting and
the supervisor conducting the meeting must sign it. A copy of the Attendance
Sheet must be forwarded to the Safety’s Manager’s office.
 Make certain it is dated and the crafts attending and the meeting location are listed.
 Subjects discussed must be covered in detail. “General Safety” is not
specific enough.
The contractor should consult with the Craig Safety Consultant or a Safety Manager to obtain the latest updates
to this material or to receive additional information.

Safety Reminders
The following basic safety requirements should be followed:
1.

All guards and covers should be replaced after adjustments or maintenance of equipment.

2.

Make sure handrails and walkways are in good repair and clear of tools, spare parts
and obstructions.

3.

Never adjust or lubricate equipment while it is operating.

4.

Stand clear of hauling equipment that is dumping material into a hopper or anywhere else.

5.

Always look around equipment before starting to make sure no one is near moving
parts, making inspections or adjustments.

6.

Do not drop material or tools from walkways or ladders without barricading the area
below or having someone standing by to keep other persons away from the danger area.

7.

Blocking under and around equipment or structure must be of suitable material and
properly placed to support the structure. Periodically check blocking for signs of failure or
shifting that could allow structure or equipment to fall.

8.

Only electricians should handle any kind of work on electrical equipment. Avoid touching
any loose or misplaced electrical wires. Consider them all dangerous.
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9.

Mark all flammable materials: such as oils, grease and gasoline. Store these materials in
an incombustible building situated always from other structures. NO SMOKING while
handling flammable materials.

10.

Proper clothing while on the job is important. Wear sturdy shoes to protect feet. Do not
wear loosely hanging or torn clothing on the job. This type of clothing can get caught in
moving parts of the equipment and generally hinders work. Wear gloves whenever
possible. The use of hard hats and safety glasses or goggles is definite safety protective
equipment and must be worn when required.

11.

Think safety! Having and maintaining an attitude of safety on the job greatly reduces
the chances of injury. Point out hazards and instruct new employees on safety.

General Building Site Safety
This section is not meant to cover every rule related to general building site safety, but to give
an overview.
Some of the topics you want to touch on during an overview of general building site safety include:
1. Awareness of heavy equipment and machinery moving around on the site, and how to
operate the ones required for the individual's job.
2. Picking the right tool for the job, and using it properly.
3. Knowledge of specialized procedures related to work the employee may be involved in on
the general building site, like:
• Blasting/explosives
• Confined space entry
• Excavating
• Lockout/Tagout
• Welding
4. Wearing the proper personal protective equipment (PPE) for the work being performed.
5. Stop working! Correct the safety hazards or notify the appropriate supervisor so they
can correct the safety hazard.
6. By doing the above items during the work day, the odds are your site will be much safer.
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Toolbox Talks Attendance Record

Company Name:
Topic Presented:
Date Presented:
Presenter Name (print):
Presenter Signature:
Attendee Name (print):

Attendee Signature:
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Forklift Safety
Forklift Safety
Much of the equipment in use on construction projects can create dangerous conditions for
construction workers. You know that a few of these conditions are present at all times -- any piece
of moving equipment should be respected. When working around a forklift keep a sharp lookout -DON'T DEPEND on the lift operator being able to see you, and DON'T DEPEND on hearing a horn or
back-up alarm as surrounding noise may prevent this. When a forklift is traveling backwards, the
operator usually cannot see you, SO STAND CLEAR!
As an operator of one of these mobile lifting machines be sure you are familiar with the
manufacturer's operating instructions.
Prior to starting the equipment give it a quick
once over.

Check:
• the engine oil level
• radiator water level
• fuel level
• look at the tires
• check both the parking and service
brakes
• check the hydraulic lines for leaks
• test the horn.
When traveling from point to point never speed. A 'jack rabbit' start or stop may cause an accident.
When carrying a load always face the destination of travel and keep a sharp look out for low
overhead obstructions. Never allow co-workers to ride on the forks.
Never attempt to pick up more than the rated capacity of the machine. Wear the seat belt if one is
provided. When picking up a load try to place the forks so the load is square, and make sure the
material that you are carrying is -secure and won't fall oﬀ during travel. Unless the forklift is
designed for oﬀ-road use, never take if oﬀ the road.
Only trained operators should operate the lift. An untrained operator is a danger to all those
working in the area.
As with any other piece of equipment, never smoke during refueling. Avoid working around low
electrical lines. Should you ever have a question about a forklift, ask your supervisor. A forklift is a
piece of equipment especially designed to help you with your work -- don't let it be a source of an
injury -- treat it with respect.
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Forklifts
Forklifts assist us with various tasks around a construction site. Most of us take them for granted
without giving a great deal of thought to safety, whether we're operating them or working near
them.
A forklift is designed to pick up heavy objects and move them from one place to another, or raise
heavy or bulky loads to high levels. Lumber, brick, block, shingles, bags of concrete and tubs of
mortar are just a few examples of material that can be moved by forklift on a construction site.
Various other types of business use them to perform innumerable lifting tasks.
A forklift should only be operated by a trained, competent person. Never let someone operate
a forklift that is not qualiﬁed to drive.
Inspect your forklift prior to use. Check the mast for any broken or cracked weld-points. Be sure
the forks are spaced apart equally and free from cracks. Check the tires for proper inﬂation and
the fuel
and hydraulic ﬂuid levels.
Some forklifts are battery powered; others use
gasoline or diesel, and some use propane. If your
forklift is battery powered be sure you DO NOT
SMOKE in the charging area. If the lift is propane
powered be sure you change the fuel cylinder
outside, away from any buildings, and remember
NO SMOKING is the rule. As always, NO
SMOKING when refueling with gasoline or diesel.
After completing your inspection get in the cab
and buckle up the seat belt. With your foot on
the brake, put the gear shift lever in the neutral
position and turn the key. Be sure to check all gauges, controls and brakes before moving, and
then watch out for all workers in your area of operation. Prior to making any lift be sure you
know the capacity of the forklift. This information is located on the manufacturer's ID plate. You
must also know the weight of what you are going to lift. If in doubt, or if you have any questions,
check with your supervisor.
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DRIVER’S DAILY CHECKLIST FOR ELECTRIC TRUCKS
OPERATORS NAME:
TRUCK #:

SHIFT #:

MARK BOXES ACCORDINGLY
NA – NOT APPLICABLE
VISUAL CHECKS

DATE:
SUPERVISOR’S OK:
OK – NO ATTENTION OR REPAIRS
REQUIRED
X – NEEDS ATTENTION
OPERATIONAL CHECKS

OBVIOUS DAMAGE AND LEAKS

HORN

BATTERY PLUG CONNECTION (BE SURE
THE CONNECTION IS TIGHT)
HOUR METER

HYDRAULIC CONTROLS/
CYLINDERS CLEAN
SERVICE BRAKES

TIRE CONDITION

PARKING BRAKE

TRUCK DAMAGE (EXPLAIN IN
REMARKS SECTION)
HEAD AND TAIL LIGHTS

STEERING

WARNING LIGHTS

TIE DOWNS

BATTERY ELECTROLYTE LEVEL

WIPERS

GUAGES AND INSTRUMENTS

TURN SIGNALS

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

SEAT BELT

MUD GUARDS

CLEAN CAB

SEAT BRAKE

REMARKS:
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Forklift Daily Checklist
DRIVER’S DAILY CHECKLIST FOR GASOLINE, LPG, OR DIESEL TRUCKS
OPERATORS NAME:
TRUCK #:

DATE:
SHIFT #:

MARK BOXES ACCORDINGLY
NA – NOT APPLICABLE
VISUAL CHECKS

SUPERVISOR’S OK:
OK – NO ATTENTION OR REPAIRS
REQUIRED
X – NEEDS ATTENTION
OPERATIONAL CHECKS

ENGINE OIL LEVEL/PRESSURE

HORN

RADIATOR WATER LEVEL
HOUR METER

HYDRAULIC CONTROLS/
CYLINDERS CLEAN
SERVICE BRAKES

TIRE CONDITION

PARKING BRAKE

TRUCK DAMAGE (EXPLAIN IN
REMARKS SECTION)
HEAD AND TAIL LIGHTS

STEERING

WARNING LIGHTS

TIE DOWNS

BATTERY

WIPERS

GUAGES AND INSTRUMENTS

TURN SIGNALS

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

SEAT BELT

CLEAN CAB

MUD GUARDS
AIR FILTER
FUEL LEVEL AND CONNECTIONS
REMARKS:
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